We focus on the linear model with conditional heteroskedasticity of unknown form. "Adaptive" estimators of the coefficients of the linear model, based on no rigid parameterisation of the heteroskedasticity, but having the same asymptotic efficiency as estimators which do use such information, are surveyed. A small f10nte Carlo study of their performance is reported. We describe a modification of the popular paradigm in which the variance is a function of the mean, allowing this function to be of unknown form. We describe a modification also of the autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model, in which the heteroskedasticity function is of unknown form.
Much econometric methodology concerns parametric inference on the expectation of one set of economic variables, Y, conditional on another set of economic variables, x.
This conditional expectation is assumed to be a given function of X and of finitely many unknmvn parameters, B. For simplicity we shall throughout take the dimensionality of y to be one, and the conditional expectation to be linear both in X and 6, thus S'X,
where X and Bare p x 1 column vectors and the prime indicates transposition. Given n observations (X i ,Y i ), i "" l, . . . ,n, many estimators of B are available, but their properties depend critically on other features of the conditional distribution of Y given XI besides (1). In particular, least squares (OLS) estimator B of variance of Y (equivalently the the properties of the ordinary depend on the conditional conditional variance of the "residual" variable U "" Y -G' Xl , namely to the extent that under regularity conditions the covariance matrix of n 1 /Z (B_B ) is a non -trivial function This means that if o 2 {X) is not believed constant over X,
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and if standard large-sample inferences are to be based on the central s limit theorem for Sf proper account must be taken of a 2 (x) 's presence. A method of doing this was proposed and developed by Eicker (1963 Eicker ( , 1967 I Hinkley (1977) I t'ihite (1980) , and others. However, while such methods afford consistent interval estimators and asymptotically valid hypothesis tests, such interval estimators are not necessarily asymptotically the smallest possible, and such tests are not asymptotically locally most powerful, unless 0 2 (X) is in fact constant. This is because there can exist more efficient estimators of Sf of the generalized least squares (GLS) type, which can form the basis for asymptotically more efficient inferences.
The GLS estimators of S are of the form (3) where 0 i 2 is a predictor of oi = 0 2 (X i ). In textbooks on regression analysis, and in the sample survey literature, o 2 (X) is often assumed to be known up to a factor of proportionality, o 2 (X)=yg(X), where g is known but y is unknown, when we may simply insert g i = g(X i ) in place of a� in (3) . Notice that this assumption constitutes a statement that we have even more detailed knowledge of the conditional variance (2) than of the conditional mean (1). To reflect a comparable degree of knowledge of the conditional mean and variance, one postulates a parametric function 0 2 (X) = g(X;e), where 9 is now a known function of X and of an unknown, finite -dimensional parameter vector 8. The statistical and econometric literature is replete with proposals for functional forms g. For given g, one finds an estimator e of e, for example by nonlinearly) regressing the squares of the OLS ---2 a U i = Y i -B'X i on 9{X i ie) , and inserts the 0 i = g(X i ; ) Under -regularity conditions, the resulting B will have -2 limiting distribuction as if 0 i in (3) were the actual (possibly residuals in (3) . the same variance.
The function a2(x) is essentially a "nuisance" function, the focus of interest being S in equation (1) , and a functional form for a2(x) I even one involving unknown parameters, is liable to be somewhat arbitrary. If g(Xi8) is mis-specified, then 8 will still typically be consistent, but the estimator of the covariance matrix '/ _ of n 2 (8 -el, namely (4) will typically be inconsistent, so its use will lead to inconsistent interval estimators and asymptotically invalid hypothesis tests. There is thus motivation for avoiding the imposition of any fixed functional form on 02 (Xl , in which case the model formed by (1 ) and ( 2 ) may be termed "semiparametric". It is possible to construct estimators 8 of the form (3) which use estimators ai that are not based on any specific functional form, in the sense that under a suitable asymptotic regime this B has the same asymptotic efficiency as one based on a a2(X) that is known up to scale or up to finitely many unknown parameters, so its limiting covariance matrix can be consistently estimated by (4); such a (3 may be termed "adaptive". We emphasize at the outset that this "adaptive" property is really an artifact not so much of the estimator itself but of the nature of the asymptotic theory, because in re�lity 02 is "parameterised" in an unconventional fashion, and the number of "parameters" is regarded as increasing slowly as n increases, not held fixed as in standard parametric theory. Thus the appeal of the Itsemiparametric" theory over the "parametric" theory is to some extent contrived and the mystique that sometimes surrounds "semiparametric" estimators is not really deserved. Nevertheless, the semiparametric theory does reflect a somewhat different, more flexible, philosophy from the parametric one, and the estimators of 02(X) that have been employed are of a different character, based on nonparametric regression. The idea of using nonparametric regression to estimate a2 (X), and thence B, seems to have originated whit Rose (1978) I and the methodology and theory was developed and adapted by Carroll (1982) and Robinson this paper we first review the work of these authors, subsequently (1985) . In then report results of a Monte Carlo study of one of these estimators. In subsequent sections we discuss modifications not previously treated in the literature, to maximum likelihood estimation in the case that the conditional variance o 2 (X) is an unknown function only of the conditional mean, B'X; and to the autogressive conditional heteroskedasticity (ARCH) model int.reduced by Engle (1982) , where time series dynamics are involved in the sense that instead of conditioning in (2) on exogenous variables one is conditioning on either lagged dependent variables or innovations points -we relax previous assumptions that variance has known functional form.
ADAPTIVE GLS ESTIMATORS
at previous time the conditional
The conditional variance (2) may be viewed as a regression function, of (Y -B'X) 2 on X, or as a functional of regression functions, namely a 2 (x) = E(y 2 j X) _ (E(Y l x» 2 . Either of these representations lead to nonparametric estimators of 0 2 , via nonparametric regression. A number of methods of nonparametric regression have been proposed, and this is not the place to review them; a recent review is Collomb (1985) . The "adaptive" estimators of G of Rose (1978) and Carroll (1982) use kernel estimators of a 2 (x), while those of Robinson (1985) use nearest neighbour estimators of o 2 (X), and it will suffice to discuss these methods. In order to add some necessary flexibility we shall introduce an observable q x 1 vector Z such that 0 2 (.) is actually known to depend only on Z. The vector Z consists only of bona fide "variables", excluding any constant intercept term present in X.
More generally, Z can be a subset of X, or a functional of X. Indeed, one could also modify the specification in (1) and (2) such that the conditioning is on X and Z respectively, where neither X nor Z is completely functionally dependent on the other. Thus we behave as if we have observables Z i ' i = 1, .. . ,n, as well as the observables X i and Y i ,i = 1 ,0" ,D.
Let us consider first the kernel method. Introduce an integrable, real-valued "kernel" function K I defined on q-dimensional Euclidean space, and a q x q positive definite "bandwidth" matrix h. A kernel nonpararnetric estimator of the regression function of a variate V on Z is (1964) . Thus, one estimator of of is n -I j �' Y j Klh -1 IZ i --2 An alternative estimator is based on the OLS residuals U i , The estimators 16 ) and (7) were studied by Rose 119781 , (1982) , Matloff, Rose and Thai (1984) , with emphasis on (6) 17 ) Carroll the case q = 1. The function K, chosen by the practitioner, is typically heavily concentrated round the origin, and popular choices are the multivariate normal density I and the uniform density I though Kneed not be non-negative everywl1ere. 'rhe matrix h is also chosen by the practitioner and is regarded in the asymptotic statistical theory as approaching 0 as n ' .< but at a slower rate. Carroll (1982) showed that £j using (7) is asymptotically efficient for q = 1. When q > 1 it is unlikely that an h proportional to the identity matrix will be a good choice, as the scales of elements of Z will generally vary. Thus h may be a diagonal matrix or a more general positive definite matrix: when K is the multivariate normal density , a natural choice for 1/ would be the sample covariance matrix of the Z i ' The choice of h is quite crucial, and a possible automatic -2 method of choosing h is cross-validation, i.e. define 0 i(i)
as (6) or (7) [ U. I'). 1 1= 1 J 1.") from Z i are The nearest
Both (10) and (11) and modifications were mentioned by Robinson (1985) I who emphasised (11). The practitioner chooses the pattern of weights e i , and also the number of nearest neighbours, k, where k is here the "bandwidth" parameter I which in the asymptotic theory increases slowly as n -;. "". Robinson (1985) established asymptotic efficiency of 8 using (11), under milder regularity conditions on the random variables than Carroll (1982) I and the consistency of the covariance matrix estimator (4). Note that the definition of P i j automatically accounts for variations in scale of Z I 5 elements. The choice of k is crucial, and a possible automatic method of choosing k is by the value that minimises (8) t where we note that our definitions of of in (10) and (11) ·If either the kernel or nearest neighbour method is used but one wishes to protect oneself against a poor choice of "bandwidth", a "heteroskedasticity-robust" covariance matrix estimator for 1 / _ n 2 (B -S), in place of (4), is
3, MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
Simulations examining adaptive estimators using the kernel estimators (6) and (7) have been presented by Carroll (1982) and Matloff, Rose and Thai (1984) t so we focus instead on the estimator proposed by Robinson (1985) that uses the nearest neighbour estimator (11). Many simulations have been carried out by Miguel Delgado on the University of London's CRAY-1S/1000 computer, and we present only a tiny selection of these; further details of the \ .. hen computing the nearest neighbour estimators (11), using both Z il and Z i2 " We report results only for n = 20, but observe that this sample size is really too small to warrant taking seriously the asymptotic However we do neighbours k in properties described in the previous section. report variations (11 ), taking k = 2, in the number of nearest 5 and 8 in order to study the sensitivity of our adaptive estimators to degree of smoothing, and for each of these k we also tried each of the three weights in (9). One thousand replicates were generated, and summary statistics reported in Tables 1-3. Table i gives results for estimating S i ' i = 1,2, 3. The figures given under the heading BIAS, SD (standard deviation) and RMSE (root mean squared error) are actually not raw figures but ratios of these quantities (after averaging over the replications) to those for the infeasible GLS estimator computed from full knowledge of c 2 (Z i )' In each of the tables we report resul ts for the OLS estimator and for each of the nine combinations of the there choices of k and three weight functions, 2,U meaning "k=2, Uniform", T meaning "Triangular" and Q meaning "Quadratic". The bias ratios for the adaptive method are quite poor, though surprisingly in most cases slightly less than those for OLS; the biases do not seem to vary very systematically with k or with the weights c i '
For 8 1 , the adaptive estimators perform very disappointingly in that they are actually more variable than OLS, but for 8 2 {vlith k=5,Bl and for 8 3 this situation is reversed. As expected, variability varies inversely with k. Generally the adaptive estimators' performance is far inferior to its asymptotic performance, but we repeat that n = 20 is a small sample.
4.

VARIANCE-A-FUNCTION-OF-TH E-MEAN
Sorre empirical evidence suggests that the conditional variance depends on X only through the conditional mean, thus 0 2 (X)=g (S'X) for some positive-valued function g. For example, g(x)�x (when S'X is positive-valued) as for Poisson data, or g(x)�x�, as in Amemiya (1973) . In most of the literature, 9 has been assumed known, at least up to a factor of proportionality (see e.g. Amemiya, 1973, Jobson and Fuller, 1980 , and references therein) . However, it is natural to consider the case 9 unknown, and here Carroll (1982) considered the GLS estimator (3) when prior information that a 2 1X) depends on X only via S' X is used: the vector variable Z in the argument of the kernel function K in (7) is replaced by the scalar S ' X, reduction of dimensionality in kernel estimation is valuable computationally, and is likely associated with improved finite -sample statistical properties, no gain in asymptotic efficiency is a achieved over the estimators described in Section 2 Khich do nc.t restric 0 2 : the limiting covariance matrix is still (12) As noted by Robinson (1985) , efficiency gains are achievable via a semiparametric maximum likelihood approach, which we now detail. 
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115 I is also the probability limit of _(o2/dBoR')Q{Sl. Denote by p,* a value of B maximising (14) . Then
1161
Because lj} -1 � (1 2 ) t 6* is at least as efficient asymptotically as the adaptive 6 estimators discussed in Section 2 (equality is attained when there is no conditional heteroskedasticity), but we emphasize that this result assumes the structure (13), in the absence of which B* can be inconsistent. Notice that when 9 is known a more realistic specification is 0 2 (X) :::: : yg (B'X), where ( is unknown, (indeed Jobson and Fuller (1980) allowed for a more general dependence of a2(X) On S'X, X and other parameters) . The effect of this specification is to add a positive term to the limiting covariance matrix $-1 in (16), However, since we want to treat g( x) as unknown at any x-value we cannot identify y and so we aim for an estimator that is adaptive relative to 6* as defined above, and thus even more efficient than the estimators of Amemiya 
On inserting (17) in (14), we might optimise over 8. We still have to construct an estimator of (15) in order to conduct statistical inferences, however, and we propose a "one-step" estimator which simultaneously achieves the same asymptotic efficiency without nonlinear optimisation, and entails as a by-product an estimator of (15). Assume that a differentiable kernel K is used, for example the standard normal density, and write L(
, for example L(x) = -xK(x) in the normal case. We need to estimate also G, and nonparametric estimation of derivatives of regression curves has been studied in the statistical literature (e.g. Schuster a�d Yakowitz, 1979) . The obvious estimator, for given 6, is d g(B'X. ) arB 'X. ) , 1 where the Uj are still the OLS residuals and Then take one Gauss-Newton step from the OLS estimator S, where
Under regularity conditions, S + should have the same limiting distribution as B*, see (16) I with $-1 consistently estimated by
If desired, further iterations can be conducted in the manner of (18), but with no further improvement in efficiency.
ARCH MODEL
Now let us suppose the (X i ,Y i ) I i= 1,2, ... form a time series, so they are not independent across i, indeed
where l1 i is the information set, no lagged Y i the usual OLS However, under (19) a more efficient, maximum likelihood, estimator is available. The model (19) is a version of the ARCH regression model considered by Engle (1982) , and developed by a number of subsequent authors. It has been assumed that g is a known parametric function, specifically a u'
for unknown coefficients a O , .. . ,a q , but there seems to be no compelling reason in general to assert (20) or any other rigid functional form.
The log likelihood on the basis of (19) is
Q (S)
1 n --2 .� 1 {log 2� + log g� + n J.=q+ .. .. . estimated by �I limiting Thus we have constructed an adaptive version of Engle's (1982) estimator, that relaxes his assumption that the form of heteroskedasticity is known with no loss of efficiency.
